Audi a6 vacuum hose diagram

Manuals Brands Audi Manuals Engine 4. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Service Training.
Related Manuals for Audi 4. Summary of Contents for Audi 4. Page 2 Audi of America, Inc. All
rights are reserved to make changes at any time without notice. Page 5: Introduction The 4. It is
available in two versions â€” a comfort-oriented version used for the first time in the Audi Q7
and a sporty high-revving version for the new RS4. Page 6 Introduction The 4. In addition, the
geometry and tolerances of the connecting rods were reduced on the high revving version of
the 4. Page Crankcase Ventilation V, adjacent the crankcase breather no longer through the
chain housing. In the Audi Q7 engine, the crankcase is vented through a single chamber, i.
Better icing protection is achieved in this way. The oil cannot drain out of the reservoir until the
oil drain valve is opened. The oil drain valve Blow-by gas volume is dependent on engine load
and is closed as long as the pressure in the crankcase, i. Page 15 Engine Mechanical Accessory
Drive The oil pump, water pump, power steering pump and the compressor are driven by chain
drive D. The chain is driven directly by the crankshaft, deflected by an idler gear and drives the
chain sprocket seated on the gear module. Page Oil Circulation System This has helped to
minimize oil pump drive power and thus improve fuel economy. The oil is drawn in through the
filter in the bottom of the sump and simultaneously through the engine return duct while
driving. All engine lubrication points are swept from the pressurized oil side. The oil supply
system in the high-revving engine was designed for racing applications in which it is subjected
to lateral acceleration of up to 1. Page 23 Coolant Pump and Thermostat The 4. To achieve more
effective cooling, two additional coolers are used. Coolant flows continuously through one of
the additional coolers. Page 25 RPM and at road speeds higher the intake manifold changeover
valve would be switched than kph. Page 26 Air Circulation System Audi RS4 Vacuum Hoses The
conventional method of supplying vacuum to the This means that connecting a vacuum line
downstream brake servo and the engine components is problematic in of the throttle valve
would not supply the needed the case of FSI engines. Page 27 Air Circulation System For this
reason, in both engine versions, the required In this case, the vacuum produced by the suction
jet vacuum is produced by a suction jet pump and, if pump is not enough to sufficiently
evacuate the brake necessary, additionally by an electrical vacuum pump. The fitting locations
may deviate from those shown here. Always refer to the latest Electronic Service Information.
The main difference with this system is that it uses two high-pressure pumps. Page Exhaust
System Again, the rear silencer is a common component of both exhaust pipes. On the inside of
the rear silencer, however, the left and right exhaust pipes are clearly separated. The exhaust
flaps are fitted to give the engine a sporty sound. The exhaust flaps are switched by a vacuum
actuator. During the warm-up phase, the Engine Control Module Page 35 The secondary air
system operates in much the same way system is fitted at the engine front end on the input side
as that in the Audi Q7 engine. The difference here lies in of the ribbed V-belt, while in the RS4 it
is fitted at the the way the combination valves open and close. However, only a few of the
important messages are listed. In reality, there are many more. Of course, these messages are
subject to change due to software updates. When the Sport program button is pressed the
following in-vehicle functions are activated: â€” The Knowledge Assessment may or may not be
required for Certification. You can find this Knowledge Assessment at: Technical specifications
subject to change without notice. Audi of America, Inc. Print page 1 Print document 48 pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. Remember me. Hello and welcome to the Audizine Forums! As a guest,
you are welcome to poke around and view the majority of the content that we have to offer, but
in order to post, search, contact members, and get full use out of the website you will need to
Register for an Account. It's free and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join the Audizine Family
today! If you're new to forums in general, be sure to check out the Forum FAQ. To start viewing
posts, select the forum section that you want to visit from the selection below. Last Jump to
page: Results 1 to 40 of Thread Tools Show Printable Version. My Photo Gallery: 0. My
Classifieds: 0. DIY: B6 A4 3. Register or Log In now! Alright, alright. Let's have some fun and
replace all of those crumbling original vacuum lines and in the process eliminate the chance of
a vacuum leak. All pics in this DIY are mine, unless otherwise noted. Small forceps VERY
important and helpful for this job. It allows you to lock the forceps onto the new silicone hose to
use for leverage when installing onto a nipple in tight quarters. This diagram omits the lines
leading to the combi-valves, one on each side, so I drew them in myself. Here we have a shot of
our sexy looking 3. Let's take all of these plastic covers off to expose the vacuum lines. It's easy
to get confused as to where this hose goes, or where that hose goes, so if you do it one hose at
a time, you will be alright. The technique I used for removing the old vacuum lines is simple,
and prevented damage to the fragile plastic nipples which the new silicone hoses must be
attached to: 1 Using the Exacto hobby knife, slice the old vacuum line length wise where it
connects to the plastic nipple. You only need to make a slice about an inch long to ensure easy

removal. To install the new hose: 1 Hold the old hose up to the new silicone hose and cut a
section of the new silicone hose to match. This will help the hose slide onto the tee connector
nipple quite easily. When working in tight confines, like when you have to connect the
combi-valve lines, use the locking feature of the forceps so that you can grab the new silicone
hose and lock the forceps. This will give you leverage as you attempt to slide the hose onto the
nipple. I found the forceps to be an invaluable tool when doing this job. Alright, it's easier to see
where all the vacuum lines go if I show you an "after" shot, since the red silicone hose is much
easier to see than the old black braided lines. This pic shows every vacuum line you'll need to
replace. The red-dotted lines represent hidden lines that are running underneath something. I
want to point out two special PITA lines, which will take up the majority of your time during this
job. The first is the brittle hard plastic line on the driver's side front of the engine, that runs
between a small gap in the intake manifold. If you're able to replace the two small braided hoses
that connect to this without breaking the plastic line, then you're lucky. If your experience is like
mine, however, this plastic line will snap while you're attempting to slide the new silicone hose
on. In this case, you will need to thread a long piece of silicone hose through that small gap in
the intake manifold. It is a major league PITA, but is doable with use of the telescoping mirror
and flashlight, so that you can see the hose coming as you snake it down. In order to give
yourself more room with which to turn your arm into a pretzel and allow you to grab the silicone
hose when it finally gets snaked all the way through the intake manifold, take your T30 torx
screwdriver or bit and remove the driver's side headlamp assembly. That really helps create
more room. The other major pain in the arse is going to be the line that runs out to the
passenger side combi-valve. We'll get to that in a moment, and look at it in more detail. Here's a
nice angle of the front vacuum lines, showing them after the replacement has been completed.
There's nothing especially difficult about replacing these, just be sure to go slow and replace
one line at a time. Moving to the back, this picture of my vacuum lines before replacement
demonstrates why we don't remove all the hoses at once and then hope to remember where
they all plug into. In this pic, you can also see the three 10mm bolts that need to be removed in
order to be able to flip the plate up to allow for easy access. Go ahead and remove those now.
After you remove those bolts and lift up on the plate, you'll see this large tee that you just pulled
out of it's hose by lifting up on the plate. If it didn't come out, you'll have to pull on it a bit. At
any rate, take special note of this tee, and make sure that when you put the plate back on, that
this tee gets plugged back into its hose. I didn't replace the hose that this tee connects to, since
it was much larger than my 3. And here's a better pic of the tee. Notice the orientation of that
blue and black check valve. Make sure that the blue side faces away from you and is pointing
towards the firewall. This is my special "hold the plate up with a small screwdriver" trick. I
snapped this pic while in the process of changing out the lines that run under the plate. Notice
how tight that hose fits between the manifold cover and the fuel rail. It's tight, and you'll need to
wedge it in there. Let's move on to the driver's side combi-valve hose. It will be difficult to see,
but using your flashlight and mirror, you'll be able to find it. The combi-valves have a rubber
hose that attaches to them and runs about 4 inches to a plastic connector. On the other side of
this connector is the braided vacuum line. There's no need to replace the rubber hose leading to
the combi-valve. Just remove the braided vacuum line. Once you've removed the braided line,
you'll see what the rubber hose and the nipple that it's connected to look like: You could try to
connect the new silicone hose to the nipple from here, but there's not much room to work with.
It's easier if you push the rubber hose from the combi-valve back toward the right, and bring it
up so that the nipple it pointing towards you, as shown below. It's very easy to install the
silicone hose from this angle. Here's the after shot of the silicone lines in the back. Very nice!
Oh boy, now the real fun begins. I saved the vacuum line leading to the passenger side
combi-valve for last, because it's the most technically difficult. We need to remove the MAF
assembly so that we have as much room as possible in which to operate. So, pinch together the
two clamps surrounded in yellow and move them onto the flexible hose, so that you can pry off
the hose with a flat head screw driver. Next, remove the two clips that hold the MAF assembly
together. One of them is surrounded in cyan in the pic below. The other one is behind the MAF,
but is accessible with a screwdriver. Next, carefully insert the flat blade of your screwdriver into
the MAF sensor clip, and twist it to "unlock it". It should give a little "click" when it unlocks. You
may then pull up on the sensor until it's free. When this is accomplished, remove the whole
MAF assembly to a safe place. Next, snip the zip tie where that arrow is pointing. This allows
you to move those cables away from the crankcase breather tube. Speaking of that tube, pry up
on each claw that is holding it onto the intake manifold. There are 4 of them. Carefully pry them
up and off the lip until you can pull the tube away from the manifold. Finally, in this pic we see
the results of our labor so far. I've pulled the crankcase breather tube from the manifold, and
then zip tied it to another hose to keep it moved out of the way. Lo and behold, here is the left

side combi-valve rubber hose and nipple. Repeating the procedure on this side may be much
more difficult than the driver's side. If you can, try to move it back to the left and get the nipple
to face up like you did on the driver's side. If that doesn't work, then it's time to make good use
of the forceps and grab that silicone hose and lock it into place. Holding the combi-valve rubber
hose with a long needle-nosed pliers, you can slide the silicone hose onto the nipple. For me
this was a bastard of a job, but I finally managed it. Look at how little room there is down there.
Clean up the tip of your crankcase breather tube if it looks like mine did, then reassemble
everything, making sure to not have any spare pieces laying around. You're all done, congrats!
You just saved yourself many headaches down the road, and multiple hundreds of dollars in
labor that you didn't have to pay to the dealership. Last edited by SlickFix; at PM. This is
awesome. Were you having boost leaks or something?? I keed This is great, could have used
this a few months ago! Great right up, it's so good I might just do it again and add some color!
Heh heh. Great write up I was just looking for his a few weeks ago now I can put fresh lines in. I
just did this the other day too. But now I'm headed to the garage to double check my work.
Thanks for posting this! Sent from my iPhone 6 using Tapatalk 2. Nice writeup, thanks a bunch
for this. Originally Posted by 87supraman. It did not cause a cel or anything. But I feel better
with it corrected. Well done. Thanks for this information. Yay, thought I had it fixed, since the
hose leading to the left combi-valve had been disconnected from it when I did my vacuum line
investigation. Unfortunately, the CEL came back on a day later, with the same codes. I cleared
them again, and the CEL hasn't come back on since. It's been about two weeks now, so I'm
calling it a success. Apparently my cats are fine for now. Hey SF, nice pics and good detail in
the text in this write up. No biggie â€” pics are clear. Your PCV lines look like the stock plastic
tubing which is prone to cracking from brittleness. And that sucks. The whole time I was
replacing my cam and follower, I was alternately cursing Audi for the plastic tubing over cats
and myself for not being more diligent in finding the source of the yellow spew. Anyway, that is
just a side note. Your DIY is great. Solid work. Subscribed so I can come back to this later. I
know that some of my vacuum lines have been replaced, but I'm sure that there are some that
are still original. Also need to go through and do the PCV stuff. So much to do, so little money
Ah, the life of owning an Audi. Thanks so much for this guide; I manipulated the front vacuum
lines a couple of days ago and heard a hissing sound. Got online and bam I especially like the
pro tip of cutting the old lines off and using some lube to put the new ones on. Who knows what
aged parts I would have broken without doing it this way Great write up, will do this asap. Did
you use the entire 20 ft on this job? Outstanding job on the DIY. Designated dog and bike
hauler. My cel just came back too. Before the vac line replacement I was getting P I bought 4
meters of 4mm. Slides on much easier in those tricky spots and is still secure enough hold just
fine imo. I found it for less than a buck per foot. Well, things didn't go quite as well as planned.
The hard plastic sections around the T junction were so brittle they just snapped in half with
very gentle manipulation as well as the T itself. The one on the driver's side that runs by the
intake manifold I just replaced with tubing I have no idea where it goes; even the diagram you
found doesn't show it. Do you have the Bentley manual? I ask because the index sucks- it's
literally the worst I've ever seen; can't find anything about the vacuum lines! Any knowledge is
appreciated The crank breather hose was also so brittle it literally broke in half just pushing it
out of the way, looks like I can replace that with heater tubing and clamps though, so not a huge
deal. This one for perspective Last edited by kypdurron5; at PM. Mine did exactly the same
thing. Then pulled up and through. I may have found it, but I want to make sure before I go
playing around with another brittle line At first I was thinking it dives down, now I think the hard
plastic is in a U shape and comes out more lateral on the driver's side. This picture doesn't
show the termination, but rather I think where the hard plastic meets more braided vac line. Am I
correct about this? I see a place where I can fix things just to the right of this That is probably
the right one. This is what I got with a quick look. It connects to a quick disconnect. SUPER
brittle feeling hard lines, even though mine did not break. The yellow painted vac line is the one
that connects to that T up top. Access requires pulling the drivers side headlight, unless you
have magic hands and great luck. Unrelated to the vacuum lines, you may want to replace that
one time clip on the top hose going into the power steering pump with a regular hose clamp.
Looks a little gunky, and will make a much nicer seal to help prolong keeping unwanted air out
of the system. Would have continued to use the ziptie for demonstration, but said ziptie now
lives between my skidplate and oil pan. Last edited by 87supraman; at PM. Yes, this is the brittle
hard plastic lines that broke on me, too. It was one of the two PITA lines mentioned in my
original instructions. You can either shove the replacement silicone line through that gap in the
pic above see yellow zip tie from the top or bottom. I went top to bottom, using the telescoping
mirror and shining a flashlight on that to monitor my progress. Removing the driver's side
headlamp assembly will help tremendously, by allowing you to get your arm up there to fish for

the hose as it finally gets through the gap. Indeed, it's a major PITA, but you can do it. Got it
done, thanks for the help! Also replaced the clamp on my power steering pump- thanks for the
tip. I was concerned about that area, but I've never been able to see a leak and fluid levels have
been fine; hopefully it was just slowly leaking around the clamp and it's now resolved vs. No
CEL yet, but we'll see in the coming weeks. I did notice the secondary air injection system ran
for a far shorter time than normal when I first started it. My guess is that they used the hard
plastic lines because those come in direct contact with the engine. No idea how the silicone
tubing will hold up over time under those conditions, but I can always fix it again later.
Hopefully not in the lifetime of the car. Just finished this upgrade. Some comments: Like the
others, my brittle plastic lines broke upon eye contact. I routed a long line around the back of
the engine , I couldnt get the hose to slip through that gap behind the rihgt timing belt cover. Be
very, very careful when removing the oem lines. I damaged that black valve that connects to the
intake manifold The thin plastic port snapped right off. I used a vinyl tube between the red tube
and the inside of that valve to get it to connect. It seems to be secure so far, using this repair.
Thanks for the write up! Asses are where it's at. This is where I got my hose. Great stuff. Im
looking at this and trying to fully figure out where the lines will run when deleting the sai and
combi valves. Has worked great so far and I have a bunch of spares. I saw Fleet Farm and knew
someone was from the Midwest. Subscribing to do this in the near future. I just used this and it
was very helpful. Great DIY, thanks a lot Slick! As I was replacing the vacuum hoses I found that
the plastic brittle line that runs to the fuel pressure regulator was broken, and now I've replaced
it the car idle without shaking, the clutch and brake pedal are not as mushy, and my butt dyno
tells me the car has more power. Is that because I no longer have a massive vacuum leak and
fuel pressure is regulated across the rpm range? Last Jump to page:. Bookmarks Bookmarks
Digg del. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Audizine is not endorsed by or affiliated with
Audi AG. Vacuum hose. Vacuum Line. Included with: Leak detect pump. Select a Year:. Fits A6 3. Full Diagram. Emission system. Emission components. View All Diagrams. Related Products.
Make your Audi stand out. Cargo Carrier Black - Small, capacity L. Sporting a new Audi. Slimline
license plate frame with Audi rings - Black. Looking for something a. Starting MSRP excludes
taxes, installation, shipping, and dealer charges. Dealer sets actual price. Contact dealer for
limited warranty, inventory level, and return policy details. Please select a dealer to v
50 amp to 30 amp wiring diagram
crayler neon
1978 ford bronco alternator wiring diagram
iew local pricing. Audi Hoffman Estates. Shop Now. Distance: Audi Morton Grove. Audi
Westmont. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People Also Bought. Connector hose.
Engine Coolant Overflow Hose. Water pump tube. Engine Coolant Hose. Email this product.
Email Address. Legal Policies. Links Dealer Login. Find us on Facebook Find us on Twitter.
Data Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation
costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is
accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in
question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website.
Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos
shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change
without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and
models.

